
STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS

2 The lid keeps the Whizzer airtight- 
To extend or compress the whizzer the lid must be
off and the white stability ring in position. 
Push or pull it out to place from the top. It's durable
so can take the force and will loosen after use.

Remove the white stability ring with the attached
leakproof funnel to find the unisex spout.

Once you open the box your 
whizzer will look like this.

Everything you need is inside. 
Peel the lid off, no screwing

needed.
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Attachments (inc bag, strap) sold separately



The raised bumps on the spout and funnel
fit into the holes on the stability ring. 
Ensure the parts are secure before use. 

Unisex funnel scoops
down to fit beneath the

body. 

Ensure the highest
part is at the front
as a privacy shield.

Leakproof spout can be removed when in use 
if fast flow fills it too quickly but replace 

for carrying when full.

(It gets quicker with practice)
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Pinch the spout off and replace with the lid
and put both parts in a bag or use the strap
to attach it to a bag then empty/ clean later. 

Once used, remove the spout, stability ring
and funnel all in one to empty immediately. 
Revert steps back to state 1. 

Tip: 
Keep a few

tissues/wipes
in the bag 

Either

Or

We use high-grade food quality silicone so with the right care
the Whizzer should last for years of use! 
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*Clean with hot soapy water after use.  *Nothing abrasive. *Dishwasher safe. 



STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS

B) then the
unisex spout 

A) Remove the white
stability ring with the

attached funnel 

2

Once you open the box your 
whizzer will look like this.

Everything you need is inside. 
Peel the lid off, no screwing needed.
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Attachments (inc bag, strap) sold separately



Ensure the highest
part is at the front
as a privacy shield.

The raised bumps on the spout and funnel
fit into the holes on the stability ring. 

Unisex funnel scoops
down to fit beneath the

body for females. 

Leakproof spout can be removed when in use 
if fast flow fills it too quickly but replace 

for carrying when full.

Ensure the parts are secure before
use. (it gets quicker after practice)
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Pinch the spout off and replace with the lid and
put it all in a bag or use the strap to attach it to
something then empty/ clean later. 

Once used, remove the spout, stability ring
and funnel all in one to empty immediately. 
Revert steps back to state 1. 

Tip: 
Keep a few

tissues/wipes
with you

Either

Or

We use high-grade food quality silicone so with the right care
the Whizzer should last for years of use! 
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*Clean with hot soapy water after use.  *Nothing abrasive. *Dishwasher safe. 

Attachments (inc bag, strap) sold separately



The strap attachment
Attachments (inc bag, strap) sold separately

Fold the strap around the item you're
securing it to and slot the ball into
the most suitable hole to secure it.

Push the ball through the whizzer side loop 
and secure into one of the holes 



B) then
the

spout
and bag 

Ensure the
the highest

part is at
the front as

a privacy
shield.

2 A) Remove the
white stability ring
with the attached

funnel 

The raised bumps on the spout
fit into the holes in the stability

ring. Ensure they’re lined
up/secure before use.

(it gets quicker with practice)

Privacy / Splash guard 

Soft sustainable silicone 

Sealable

The tiny toilet Packed with innovative features 

Detachable parts

Branded stamp of
quality

Sealable
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS
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Once you open the
box your whizzer
will look like this.

Everything you
need is inside.

Peel the lid off (no
screwing needed).

The spout scoops
down  to fit

underneath 
the body. 

Test at home with
the child to find a

comfortable
position.

Once used, remove
the spout, stability
ring and funnel  in

one to empty
immediately. Revert
steps back to state 1. 

Or pinch the spout off to replace with the
lid and put both parts in the bag to empty

later

Tip: 
Keep a few

At Salford & Co. we work hard to create a

company that works well for everyone involved:

our customers, our suppliers, our employees and

our planet.

That might sound like a tall order, but we're on a

mission and we believe it's possible!

We wouldn't be anything without our loyal

customers. Thank you for being here with us.

T HANK  YOU

T HANK  YOU

T HANK  YOU




